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ABSTRACT
According to the spectral shift principle, distributed scatterers can be coherently observed by ERS and ENVISAT SAR
systems despite of their carrier frequencies 31 MHz frequency shift. A 2km normal baseline should be set in order to
compensate such a carrier frequency difference for almost horizontal terrain. This type of SAR interferometry
configuration can be usefully exploited to get DEMs of rolling topographic features with very high vertical accuracy.
This experiment has been carried out using an ERS-ENVISAT interferometric pair with a normal baseline of about
1.5km (the 31MHz frequency shift is partially compensated on cross-track terrain slopes ranging from 0 to 7 degrees)
and a very short (30 minutes) temporal separation, thus containing the temporal decorrelation to acceptable values.
1. THE THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The 31MHz frequency difference between SAR-ERS and ASAR-ENVISAT introduces an additional term to the usual
interferometric phase. The effect of this phase term deserves a separate analysis for point and distributed scatterers. In
case of point scatterers a pure geometric analysis can be carried out with reference to figure 1.
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Fig. 1 – Geometry of the interferometer in case of point scatterers.
Setting to zero the phase difference of the SAR images taken by the two satellites in correspondence to a reference
point, the following expression of the interferometric phase holds:
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where f1 and f2 are the SAR-ERS and ASAR-ENVISAT central frequencies (5.3GHz and 5.33GHz). The basic expression of the

interferometric phase in (1) can be transformed after some trivial substitution:
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where the following definition of the effective frequency for horizontal terrain has been adopted:
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It should be noted from (2) that the interferometric phase depends on the point scatterers relative elevation as in the
usual single frequency interferometry and that a slant range dependent phase term appears. This new phase term
introduces a sort of location phase screen on the interferogram that depends upon the actual point target position within
resolution cell. However, the location phase screen disappears when fe0=f1, that in correspondence to the compensation
baseline:
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In any case it is clear that in presence of point targets the 31MHz central frequency shift does not introduce any random
phase noise on the interferogram. Not so in case of distributed scatterers. For the sake of simplicity let us refer to the
figure 2. Here a finite number of elementary scatterers with random reflectivity vn are located within a resolution cell ρ
with a given slope α. The following expressions of the signals recorded by the two SAR systems hold:
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In (6) the following definition of the effective frequency for ground slope α has been adopted:
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In (5) and (6), for the sake of simplicity, a boxcar resolution cell and uniformly spaced scatterers have been assumed.
The interferogram is then formed by cross-multiplying the two signals s2 and s1 complex conjugate:
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In (8) is still present the same deterministic phase term (2) found for point targets, but now an additive random phase
term comes from the coherent combination of the elementary scatterers. It is also clear from (8) that this random phase
contribution disappears as feα=f1, that is when:
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In conclusion, the 31MHz frequency gap introduces a random phase noise when the ground slope is not correctly
compensated by the baseline (9). This random phase noise can be expressed in term of coherence as follows:
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It is interesting to note that, in general, the absolute value of the coherence takes the form of the Fourier Transform of
the cross-product of the impulse responses of the SAR systems as a function of (feα-f1). The absolute value of the
coherence is 1 when feα=f1 . Moreover, both feα and f1 can be slightly changed by means of the so called common band
filtering. In the SAR-ERS case the signal bandwidth is W~15MHz and the central frequency is f1 . If a bandwidth ∆f is
filtered out starting from the lower bound of the signal spectrum, the actual signal bandwidth is reduced to W-∆f and the
central frequency becomes f1 +∆f/2. Clearly the central frequency becomes f1 -∆f/2 if a bandwidth ∆f is filtered out
starting from the upper bound of the signal spectrum. The same can be done for the ASAR-ENVISAT signal thus
changing feα . With the common band filtering a unitary coherence can be recovered at the expense of a slant range
resolution reduction until the required spectral shift ∆f is smaller than the signal bandwidth W. The same technique can
be applied to the azimuth direction as the Doppler Centroid of the two signals is different
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Fig. 2 – Geometry of the interferometer in case of distributed scatterers.
2. THE PARIS EXPERIMENT
According to the spectral shift principle [1], a first experimental evidence of the possibility to generate a SARERS/ASAR-ENVISAT interferogram has already been provided [2], [3]. The main goal of this new experiment is to
quantify the actual vertical accuracy of an ERS-ENVISAT interferometric DEM of a rural area along the rivers
Réveillon and Yerres (tributaries of Seine) in the immediate neighborhood of Paris. Then to show that with a 30’
temporal baseline and 1.5km geometric baseline neat fringes can be obtained on vegetated areas whereas a random
location phase screen is obtained on urban areas. Following the spectral shift theory, it should be pointed out that with a
normal baseline of about 1.5km the 31MHz frequency shift can be practically compensated on cross-track terrain slopes
ranging from -1 to 8 degrees. Moreover, in our data the DC difference was found to be about 800Hz thus leaving a
common band in azimuth slightly greater than 20% of the ERS Pulse Repetition Frequency (see figure 3). The
unfiltered interferogram obtained after an accurate images registration and its azimuth common band filtered version
are shown in figure 4. The slant range common band filtered interferogram is shown in figure 5. Due to the 1.5km
baseline, the altitude of ambiguity is about 6m. The map of the ground range slope shown in figure 5 has been derived
from the value of feα (changed by means of the common band filtering described above) that maximizes the local
complex coherence.

Fig. 3 – SAR-ERS and ASAR-ENVISAT azimuth spectra. The resulting azimuth common band is about 20% of the
ERS pulse repetition frequency.

Fig. 4 – Left: unfiltered interferogam obtained after an accurate ERS-ENVISAT images registration. Right: The
interferometric fringes after the azimuth common band filtering.
In figure 6 a detail of the ERS-ENVISAT interferometric fringes of the rural area including the rivers Reveillon and
Yerres is shown. On this area the coherence and the relative elevation standard deviation histogram have been
computed. The two histograms are shown in figure 7. Here the very high vertical accuracy that can be obtained by
combining ERS-2 and ENVISAT SAR images can be appreciated.

Fig. 5 – Left: The ERS-ENVISAT interferometric fringes after the slant-range common band filtering. Right: local
ground range slope estimated from the local spectral shift that maximizes the local coherence.
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Fig. 6 –Detail of the ERS-ENVISAT interferometric fringes of the rural area including the rivers Reveillon and Yerres.
Finally the ERS-ENVISAT interferogram of Paris is shown on figure 8. Here it is interesting to note that neat fringes
are clearly visible on the city parks (the 30’ temporal baseline avoids temporal decorrelation) whereas on the urbanized
areas an almost random phase field (the location phase screen of point scatterers) is present. This is exactly the opposite
to what we are familiar with ERS/ERS interferograms (small geometric and large temporal baselines).
3. CONCLUSIONS
From the achieved results it can be hypothesized that in case of flood plains where ground slopes are very modest,
almost no temporal (30’ time baseline) and volumetric decorrelation is expected, the main interferometric phase noise
contribution comes from the system SNR. Assuming a conservative SNR=20dB for both ERS and ENVISAT, an
interferometric phase noise standard deviation of about 1/10 radians (less than 6 degrees) holds. Assuming a -2km

compensation baseline for horizontal terrain (9), an altitude of ambiguity of 5 meters is obtained and an elevation
standard deviation of less than 10cm is expected. This possibility is very attractive and should be taken into
consideration for planning the ERS-2 mission during the last part of its successful life. For example the ERS2/ENVISAT geometric baseline could be planned to be close to the compensation baseline (9) so to greatly increase the
probability to get an useful ERS-2 Doppler Centroid.
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Figure 7 - Left: coherence histogram of the area shown in figure 6. Right: Histogram of the elevation accuracy derived
from the coherence map shown on the left.

Fig. 8 – The left part of the image is centered on Paris. Here neat fringes are clearly visible on the city parks whereas on
the urbanized areas an almost random phase field is present.
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